Harle

A new dawn of
yachting
Uncompromising,
indisputable, revolutionary
Harle is one of the finest forty-five meter oceangoing yachts in the world. Designed, engineered
and built by world-leader Feadship, this yacht
has a unique layout and offers unparalleled
performance. Many years of professional
experience and knowledge were brought
together during the design process, resulting in
excellent engineering and superb execution.
Guests will love having the master and guest
staterooms on the main deck, the yacht’s open
feel, and the flexible indoor and outdoor spaces
that let you live in an environment in which
you can enjoy life and experience freedom to
the fullest. Large windows create the perfect
harmony between the inside and outside worlds.
The interior and exterior convey a sense of
pleasure and demonstrate complete functionality
in every detail. Harle provides a private, safe,
luxurious and comfortable cruising experience at
all times, at any location on the world’s oceans.
Offering a world of luxury, comfort and personal
attention, Harle sets the standard for a new
generation of world-class luxury yachts.

Made to impress
A modern classic to the details
Feeling good is not about technology,
it’s about confidence. The Sinot Yacht Design
interior combines clarity in detailing and first-rate
materials such as bird’s eye maple veneers,
dark mahogany, leathers and marble.
A refined feeling for detailing and finish creates a
stylish, classical architectural interior environment.
Highly contrasting materials and an austere style
convey a sense of clarity. Curved shapes and
filleted edges enclose the interior, producing a
friendly, rich experience. Elementary shapes,
symmetry and order are used to emphasize the
rich and colorful detailing that makes the interior
attractive and charismatic.
The ambition achieved in the design harmonizes
the interior with a pleasing architectural aesthetic,
creating a modern classic in its own right.

Designed to enjoy
Only a Feadship feels like this
Harle is a luxurious forty-five meter yacht that
feels much larger because of the efficiency of
space and an innovative layout. With the galley,
captain’s and crew quarters below, there is more
space available above for guests to enjoy. It is
the way one should live at sea, in a world of
luxury, comfort and personal attention.
From its smart and innovative layout, its superbly
furnished lounges, its luxurious staterooms, and
its extraordinary hospitality from a crew second
to none – everything you will find on this yacht is
geared towards providing the ultimate experience
in outdoor and interior living, in relaxation and in
sport.
The main areas in the yacht – the main salon,
bridge deck lounge, sundeck and lazarette – are
all designed for optimum multipurpose use. Harle
embodies freedom in every sense and offers all
the ingredients for perfect living.

Poetry of space
Open your mind
The spatial layout of Harle has been configured
in such a way that all lavish accommodations
offer uncompromised comfort and an abundance
of space. Whether lounging, dining or
entertaining, you can experience the yacht
through spaces that offer a multitude of options
and can readily be reconfigured to meet
your lifestyle. Each space is in itself a glorious
environment, inviting guests to enjoy comfortable
moments in private. Indoor and outdoor living are
seamlessly fused creating an unparalleled guest
experience.

Let there be light
Getting the world inside
Harle embodies the ultimate luxury yachting
experience. Expert designers have mastered the
interface of interior and outdoor space in a way
never seen before on a yacht. The enormous
windows let an abundance of daylight into the
most prominent areas, lightening the guests’
mood. Even inside, there is a constant outdoor
feel, reflecting the endless and impressive seas,
not only due to the light, but also because of
the visual aspects created by panoramic views
through the majestic windows. Windows in the
bridge deck lounge can be completely opened,
blending this space with the aft deck to form one
large al-fresco area. Harle offers an environment
that accommodates everyone’s needs at any
moment of the day.

Room for privacy
Master stateroom with skylight
The master stateroom, secluded behind double
vaulted doors, is certain to entice. The first
thing you notice when entering the room is the
overwhelming experience of space.
The high central ceiling reaches over three
meters, culminating in a large skylight through
which daylight enters the room. You can expect
softly filtered sunbeams or beautiful starry nights,
all enjoyed from the comfort of your bed.
The partition screen and upholstered headboard
between the bathroom and bedroom can be
recessed to create a single open space.
The roomy layout, accentuated by the unique
architecture of the yacht provides the ultimate
accommodation surpassing the experience
you would have at an award-winning five-star
getaway.

Time to relax
Refresh and pamper yourself
The master stateroom can also be transformed
into a day spa with its luxurious circular whirlpool
bath centrally located under the skylight. The bath
area also contains his and her closets, a two-sink
vanity, and a private shower richly finished in
Jerusalem Gold marble.

Privileged guests
Something to look at
Every guest’s expectation is fulfilled – and more.
It’s a privilege for a guest to step into the world
of Harle.
Guests are assured of a royal residence in one
of the four luxurious guest staterooms. Located
on the main deck, they are surprisingly spacious,
and feature three very large floor to ceiling windows affording stunning views usually reserved
for the master stateroom. Each guest stateroom
has its own private bathroom with shower, a
personal entertainment system featuring a 37
inch LCD high def TV with surround sound and
full access to the yacht’s media library and internet. This makes living onboard nothing less than
perfect. With this degree of opulence, guests
may choose to linger in their rooms enjoying the
incredible vistas each new day brings.

Time to play
Discover an extra dimension
The lazarette on the lower deck is a multipurpose
activity center that can be converted into a fitness
studio or recreational area when all the water toys
are out at sea. The massive swim platform serves
as an extra deck near the water level. From here
you can access the water for a refreshing dip,
enter one of the yacht’s two tenders, or enjoy
water sports activities such as waverunners,
wakeboards, sailboats or snorkeling.
Fully finished teak stairs provide easy access from
the main deck above, so you can greet guests as
they come and go. You may also have the crew
set up your very own beach club where you’ll
want to relax in an elegant setting, or simply
decide to explore the blue planet at the waterlevel and below the surface!

Sharing the sun
Large sun deck to top it off
The spacious sun deck is the ideal location to
enjoy the sun to the max and indulge in outdoor
living. You can sunbathe in peace and quiet
on the luxurious sun beds, take a dip in the
Jacuzzi, or stretch out in one of the comfortable
deckchairs. Music speakers blanket the
sundeck for up tempo entertaining or simple
easy listening. A large high def TV screen offers
the option of viewing sports, shows or movies
in casual comfort. The sun deck is a perfect
place to dine al fresco in sun, shade or twilight
at a table that expands to seat 12 guests. If
you want to change the mood or take a break
from the sun, a stylish, full-size awning can
be erected across the aft deck. And, the sun
deck’s skylight, yet another feature, lets daylight
into the halls around the central stairway,
ensuring that all decks receive natural sunlight.

Relax and enjoy
To entertain or
to be entertained
All lounges and staterooms have large LCD high
def screens with HDMI inputs, Bose surround
sound, iPod docking stations, and Apple TV.
The sophisticated audio and image display
system caters to the needs of all guests in ways
unimagined. Guests can browse the yacht’s vast
library of music, movies, TV shows; play DVD’s
& CD’s; watch satellite TV; bring up content
from their own media or game devices; or link
effortlessly to the internet to download any of
tens of thousands of songs, movies, and other
content available through iTunes. The yacht’s art
library allows you to view high definition digital
images of 8,000 works from over 150 different
artists, such as Van Gogh, Matisse, Picasso, and
Monet. The world’s greatest art is at your finger
tips to display in any stateroom or lounge. Stay
connected through the yacht’s full coverage WiFi
network that brings broadband connectivity to
wherever you are, plus dozens of power over
ethernet jacks and a state of the art Cisco voice
over internet system that allows unlimited VOIP
calling. Harle offers a world of comfort and
convenience exclusively for you to enjoy.

Bridge deck lounge
It is about how smart you are
The bridge deck lounge is a prime location for meeting, dining, lounging and
celebrating. The central part of the ceiling is raised to provide optimum spatial
perception. Large panoramic windows on the side slide open and the rear
aft doors fold away to create a convertible al fresco area. The floor of the aft
deck runs seamlessly into the lounge, visually and functionally joining the two
spaces into one large space. Furniture can be configured and reconfigured
into an amazing number of arrangements depending on what the day or
night brings - entertaining, dining, meeting, lounging, and cinema viewing all
can be readily accommodated in a multitude of settings as illustrated by these
diagrams.

Our talents
Top crew, top chef
Fast, discreet and completely at your service.
Our top crew caters for a luxurious and
convenient stay aboard Harle. They often
anticipate, and always accommodate your
wishes and will make sure your stay has an
unprecedented level of hospitality. Our chef
de cuisine prepares five-star food presented
and served in a creative and artistic way.
The menu has no boundaries; all culinary
desires can be translated into an array of
surprising and delectable dishes.

Private affair
A pleasure doing business
The private office provides the perfect place to
catch up on the morning news or to take care
of any necessary business before heading out
on your day’s adventures. Located behind the
bridge, the office is a comfortable, full-beam
room affording incredible vistas and undisturbed
privacy away from the other activity on the
yacht. The office converts to a roomy sixth guest
stateroom with a murphy bed, privacy wall and
full bath with shower en suite. During the day,
the bed folds away and the room can revert to a
working office or small lounge to enjoy quiet time
at your own pace.

Accommodations

Entertainment

Specifications

Sleeps 10/12 guests - 10 in 5 staterooms,
plus 2 in convertible private office

• Large LCD high def flat screen TV’s throughout;
• Sophisticated AV & IT system with vast library of
music, movies and high def digital art;
• Apple TV, Sat TV, Bose Surround Sound, DVD/CD,
POE jacks, broadband internet and Cisco wireless
VOIP phones in all guest areas and staterooms;
• Video and music iPod docking stations and game station
ports in all guest areas and staterooms;
• Complete sound system and WiFi coverage throughout;
• Jacuzzi on sun deck;
• BBQ grill on sun deck;
• Ice cream machine;
• Treadmill, yoga mats, free weights, weight bench
and other fitness equipment;
• Miscellaneous beach toys.

Builder: Feadship
Year: 2007
Length: 44.65m (146’6”)
Beam: 9.20m (30’2”)
Draft: 2.70m (8’10”)
Type: Steel hull, full-displacement motoryacht
Speed: 12 knots cruising / 14 knots maximum
Range: 4,500 Nautical Miles at 10 knots
Stabilizers: Zero-speed
Design: De Voogt Naval Architects / Sinot Design Associates
Classification: Lloyd’s & MCA
Crew: 9

•
•

•

one full-beam master stateroom with king size bed
four guest staterooms with queen size bed
convertible to two twin size beds
one private office convertible to
guest stateroom with full size murphy bed

(all rooms have full bathroom with shower en suite)

Watersports

Communications
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

22’ Nautica tender
13’ Nautica jet tender
2 x 14’ Laser Sailboats
2 x Yamaha VX Cruiser WaveRunners
2 x Sea Kayaks
Water Skis, Wakeboards, & Pull Toys
Snorkel & Scuba Gear
(rendezvous diving only – restrictions apply)
Stand-up Paddle Surfboard
Windsurfer

•
•
•
•
•
•

High Speed Wireless Internet through
mini-VSAT Broadband Service
3 x GSM Phone Lines
2 x Dedicated VOIP Lines
35 x Cisco IP Phones (Wireless)
BGAN and Iridium Satellites
Fax Machine
SSB & VHF Radios
GMDSS
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www.YachtHarle.com

